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Various staining techniques are commonly used in biomedical research to investigate cellular morphology. By
inducing absorption of light, staining dyes change the intracellular refractive index due to the Kramers–Kronig re-
lationship. We present a method for creating 2D maps of real and imaginary refractive indices of stained biological
cells using their thickness and absorptance. We validate our technique on dyed polystyrene microspheres and
quantify the alteration in refractive index of stained biological cells. We reveal that specific staining of individual
organelles can increase their scattering cross-section by orders of magnitudes, implying amajor impact in the field of
biophotonics. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 160.4760, 170.1530, 170.0180, 300.6550, 290.0290.

Staining provides a tool for visualization of macromole-
cules, biological cells, and tissues in applications that ex-
tend from basic biology to clinical diagnostics [1,2].
Within the field of optics, the change in light scattering
properties of stained organelles caused by the absorption
of specific dyes is used to determine their refractive in-
dices [3]. However, while most of the attention has been
focused on the absorption (i.e., the imaginary part of the
refractive index) introduced by staining dyes, the subse-
quent alteration in the real part of the refractive index
according to the Kramers–Kronig relation has often been
overlooked [4,5]. A recently proposed linear relationship
between the real and imaginary parts of refractive index
does not treat the effects of spectral dispersion in either
quantity [6]. In this Letter, we demonstrate a method to
quantify the wavelength-dependent change in both the
real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of epithe-
lial cells caused by histological stains such as hematox-
ylin and eosin-containing cytostain.
We construct 2D maps for real and imaginary refrac-

tive indices (n0 and n00) of stained cells as a function
of wavelength λ as follows: first, we calculate the n00 after
measuring the transmission intensity I and the sample
thickness L using
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where I0�x; y; λ0� is the transmission intensity at a wave-
length λ0 where absorption is absent (to isolate n00 from
other causes of attenuation). For dyes used in this study
λ0 � 700 nm. Then, we extract the n0�λ�:

n00 � χ 00dye∕2n0; n0 � n0
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where χ 0dye � jχ 00dye is the electric susceptibility of dye
molecules embedded in a nonabsorbing material with
a refractive index n0. χ 0dye is determined from χ 00dye using
Kramers–Kronig relations [4,5,7]
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where P denotes Cauchy principal value and k is the
wavenumber k � 2π∕λ. Our instrumentation includes
an atomic force microscope (AFM, Bruker Bioscope II)
with 39 nm resolution to measure the thickness L�x; y�
and a custom-built spectroscopic microscope (SM) to im-
age the sample, as well as measure the wavelength-
dependent transmission through it I�x; y; λ�. The sample
of interest is mounted between 2 glass slides using Per-
maslip (Alban Scientific) to remove specular reflections
at the specimen-air interface. The bottom glass slide is
coated with a 100 nm layer of Aluminum (Deposition Re-
search Lab) in order to redirect the transmitted light back
through the sample onto the detector (Fig. 1). Thus, the
recorded signal (normalized by the reflectance of a mir-
ror) represents transmission after a double pass through
the sample, which effectively increases its thickness
and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio of absorption
measurements.

In order to establish this SM-based technique as a
method for recovering refractive index change after

Fig. 1. Schematic of the SM and sample design: reflected-light
Kohler illumination brightfield microscope (60× objective
lens; N.A. 0.4) projects sample image through a grating spectro-
meter on a CCD camera. A stage under the spectrometer spa-
tially scans the sample image. (a) dyed microsphere phantom;
(b) stained biological cell.
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staining, we first tested a controlled phantom. The phan-
tom consisted of dry red-dyed polystyrene microspheres
suspended in a droplet of Permaslip between 2 glass
slides (Polybead, diameter a � .2 μm) as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). To account for the difference between the
dye distribution within this phantom and within a stained
cell, we transformed Eq. (1) into an analogous expres-
sion for a suspension of spheres with absorption effi-
ciency Qabs�λ� and total number per voxel N�x; y�:
I�x; y; λ� � I0 exp�−N�x; y�π�a∕2�2Qabs�λ��. Thus, after
the transmission spectrum was acquired by SM, the
Qabs�λ� was obtained. This determined both parts of
the dyed sphere complex refractive index (n�λ�): the
n00�λ�) was reconstructed from [8]

Im
�

n2�λ� − n2
med�λ�

n2�λ� � 2n2
med�λ�

�
� −

λ
8πaQabs�λ�; (4)

where Im denotes the imaginary part of a complex vari-
able, and “med” refers to the surrounding medium; the
n0�λ� was obtained from Eq. (2), with n0 corresponding
to unstained (white) polystyrene. Note that unlike the
n�x; y; λ� of a biological cell, the n of a polystyrene sphere
is independent of location �x; y�.
To verify the reliability of extracted n0�λ� and n00�λ� of

dyed spheres we quantified them independently with the
integrating sphere (IS) technique. As the IS required a
large homogeneous sample, the spheres were suspended
in water instead of the rapidly solidifying Permaslip.
After the transmittance and reflectance were measured
with IS, the absorption and reduced scattering coeffi-
cients were recovered by inverse adding-doubling
(IAD) [9–11] algorithm and normalized by known sphere
concentration. Eq. (4) was then used to calculate n00. The
n00�λ� and the reduced scattering cross-section σ0sca of
dyed microspheres obtained by both SM and IS-IAD are
shown in Fig. 2. Spectral profiles of n00 show good agree-
ment within one standard error of each other with a 7 nm
peak shift noticeable from 555 to 575 nm [Fig. 2(a)]. This
can be attributed to the chemical interactions of the dye
with different solvents (water and Permaslip). Since n0

alone cannot be calculated using IS-IAD, we instead com-
pared the σ0sca as it is defined by both n0 and n00. The cor-
responding σ0sca for the SM was recovered using Mie
theory [12]. A perfect match between the σ0sca obtained
by both IS-IAD and SM is seen in Fig. 2(b). These results
confirmed the reliability of our technique in measuring
the complex refractive index of dyed materials.
Next, we quantified the complex refractive index

of stained squamous epithelial cells extracted from

buccal mucosa. The cells were smeared onto the metallic
surface of coated slides using a cytobrush (CooperSurgi-
cal) fixed with 95% ethanol and stained with conventional
nuclear and cytoplasmic dyes: hematoxylin (H) (absorp-
tion peak at 628 nm) and Cytostain (absorption peak of
eosin (E) at 536 nm) (Richard-Allan, Thermo Scientific).
Cell thickness was obtained using AFM, after which a
glass slide was mounted on top of the sample as de-
scribed above. To calculate n0 and n00 of a stained cell
using Eq. (2), the refractive index of an unstained cell
(n0) is required. Although the reported refractive index
of dehydrated cells is between 1.50 and 1.55 [13,14],
the exact values are poorly investigated. In this study
we evaluated n0 using Gladstone–Dale relation n �
nw � αρ, where nw is the refractive index of water, α
is the specific refractive increment (0.18 ml∕g), and ρ
is the cell dry density which was approximated as that
of stratum mucosum (1.15 g∕ml) [15]. This resulted in
the average n0�λ� of 1.54 [Fig. 3(b)].

As a demonstration, we subsequently evaluated n0�λ�
and n00�λ� of three squamous epithelial cells. The absorp-
tion strength varied greatly between them and the aver-
age peak values of the measured n00�λ� were 0.05, 0.06,
and 0.08. In response, according to Kramers–Kronig re-
lations [Eq. (3)], the n0�λ� decreased at λ shorter than
the absorption peak and increased at λ longer than the
absorption peak by 0.06, 0.08, and 0.11 respectively.
Thus, we revealed that the change in the intracellular re-
fractive index induced by staining is significantly greater
than the reported endogenous spatial variations of it
(0.02, [16]).

The summary of results from a typical cell is illustrated
in Fig. 3. Note that the refractive index maps represent
vertically averaged values and thus inherently underesti-
mate its spatial variations. For instance, consider the
voxel circled in red that includes nucleus surrounded
by cytoplasm layers from above and below. The spec-
trum of n00�λ� corresponding to it has peaks at the absorp-
tion wavelengths of both H and E Its magnitude at 536 nm
suggests a lower effect of E in that region compared to
the purely cytoplasmic voxels (blue and orange). How-
ever, this is a sheer consequence of averaging throughout
the volume where E is not distributed homogeneously.
Similarly, since the affinity of dye molecules is deter-
mined by their chemical properties, it is not uniformly
spread within a biological cell. As a result, the refractive
index change at the site of their localization is larger than
when averaged throughout the cell thickness.

Of particular importance is that, by changing the spatial
distribution of refractive index, staining significantly af-
fects the extinction properties of intracellular compart-
ments. As an illustration, using the Mie theory [12], we
calculated the absorption and scattering efficiencies of
spheres with refractive indices before and after staining
corresponding to the black and orange spectra in Fig. 3(b).
As seen in Fig. 3(d), while the staining-induced absorption
efficiency increases with particle size, in contrast the am-
plificationof the scatteringefficiencydecreases.Moreover,
for intracellular particles such that ka�nparticle∕nmed − 1�
≪ 1, introduction of n00 can amplify their scattering
cross-sections by orders of magnitudes [17]. Interestingly,
with the increase of sphere diameter, the spectral profile
of the scattering amplification gradually changes from

Fig. 2. (a) n00 of dyed polystyrene microspheres and (b) their
reduced scattering cross-section. IS-IAD data appears in red
and is based on post-processing of the SM measurements in
blue. Standard errors in corresponding shaded colors.
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resembling the spectral shape ofn00�λ� into resembling that
of the n0�λ� as also was predicted in [8].
In conclusion, while the absorption of staining dyes is

used in routine microscopy, its imaging resolution is dif-
fraction limited. Meanwhile, the refractive index change
demonstrated here suggests an alternative use of dyes
as contrast agents in the field of light scattering to inves-
tigate subdiffractional structures such as specific orga-
nelles, chromatin fibers, proteins, etc. In clinic, this
effect can advance cancer diagnosis when utilized by
scattering-based techniques such as optical coherencemi-
croscopy (OCM), light scattering spectroscopy (LSS),
confocal light absorption and scattering spectroscopy
(CLASS), and partial wave spectroscopic (PWS) micro-
scopy [18,19].
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Fig. 3. (a) shows the measured cell height and absorptance at 600 nm. (b) illustrates the n0 and n00 for 3 areas (black corresponds to
unstained); letters H and E point to the absorption peaks of hematoxylin and eosin correspondingly. (c) illustrates the spatial dis-
tribution of n0 and n00 at 600 nm within the cell. (d) Size-dependent absorption efficiency (Qabs) and amplification of scattering
efficiency (Qsca) (refractive index of surrounding medium assumed to be 1.52).
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